
31 Original Designs To Suit Your Style Attitude
When it comes to fashion, everyone has their own unique style. Whether you
prefer a more classic and elegant look or have a fun and bold attitude, there are
endless fashion choices to express your personal style. In this article, we have
compiled 31 original designs that cater to various style attitudes, ensuring there is
something for everyone.

1. Classic Chic

If you have a classic and chic style, you'll love this timeless design that offers
clean lines, neutral colors, and sophisticated tailoring. Elevate your look with
tailored blazers, elegant pencil skirts, and classic accessories.

2. Bohemian Spirit

For those with a bohemian spirit, embrace nature-inspired prints, flowing maxi
dresses, and layering pieces. Add a touch of whimsy to your style through fringe
details, vintage-inspired accessories, and earthy colors.
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3. Edgy & Bold

If you have an edgy and bold attitude towards fashion, experiment with leather
jackets, ripped jeans, and statement accessories. Opt for bold prints, vibrant
colors, and unique silhouettes to showcase your fearless style.

4. Minimalist Elegance

A minimalist style focuses on quality rather than quantity, with clean lines and a
sleek aesthetic. Choose timeless pieces such as tailored coats, classic trousers,
and minimalistic accessories to create a sophisticated and elegant look.

5. Retro Glamour

Step back in time with a retro glamour style. Embrace vintage-inspired designs,
such as A-line dresses, high-waisted bottoms, and cat-eye sunglasses. Pay
homage to the past with nostalgic prints and fabulous accessories.

6. Casual Cool

For those who prefer a laid-back and comfortable style, embrace the casual cool
look. Opt for relaxed-fit jeans, oversized sweaters, and comfortable sneakers.
Accessorize with minimalist jewelry and effortlessly cool accessories.

7. Trendy & Fashion Forward

If you're always up to date with the latest fashion trends, a trendy and fashion-
forward style is perfect for you. Experiment with statement pieces, bold patterns,
and vibrant colors. Stay ahead of the fashion curve with unique and eye-catching
designs.

8. Romantic & Feminine



Embrace your romantic and feminine side with soft fabrics, delicate lace, and
flowing silhouettes. Opt for pastel colors, floral prints, and feminine accessories.
Add a touch of elegance to your style with ruffles and bows.

9. Urban Street Style

For an urban street style attitude, combine casual and edgy elements.
Incorporate graphic tees, distressed denim, and sneakers into your wardrobe.
Accessorize with statement belts, caps, and sunglasses to complete the look.

10. Preppy Charm

Embrace a preppy and polished style with tailored blazers, pleated skirts, and
collared shirts. Opt for clean and structured silhouettes, and incorporate classic
patterns such as stripes and plaids. Don't forget to accessorize with pearl
earrings and loafers.

11. Artistic Expression

If you have an artistic expression, let your style be your canvas. Experiment with
bold prints, unique shapes, and unconventional color combinations. Incorporate
handmade accessories and one-of-a-kind pieces for an artistic touch.

12. Eclectic Mix

Combine different styles, patterns, and elements to create an eclectic mix.
Embrace the clash of colors, mix vintage and modern pieces, and experiment
with layering. Let your creativity shine through your fashion choices.

13. Sporty Chic

For an effortlessly cool and sporty style, opt for athleisure-inspired outfits.
Incorporate leggings, oversized hoodies, and sneakers into your everyday wear.
Elevate your sporty look with sleek accessories and simple yet trendy designs.



14. Glamorous Diva

Let your inner diva shine through with glamorous and extravagant designs.
Embrace sequins, luxurious fabrics, and dramatic silhouettes. Don't be afraid to
make a statement with eye-catching accessories and bold makeup.

15. Sophisticated Boho

If you prefer a boho style with a touch of sophistication, opt for flowing maxi
dresses, layered accessories, and earthy tones. Incorporate tailored blazers and
structured bags to add a polished touch to your bohemian look.

16. Retro Rockabilly

Channel the spirit of rockabilly with retro-inspired designs. Embrace polka dots,
high-waisted bottoms, and vintage-inspired hairstyles. Accessorize with bandanas
and cat-eye sunglasses for an authentic retro vibe.

17. Chic Athlete

Combine athleticism with chic designs for a stylish and athleisure-inspired look.
Incorporate sporty details such as striped sleeves, track pants, and sneakers.
Add a touch of elegance with tailored blazers and sleek accessories.

18. Elegant Power Dresser

Command attention with an elegant power dress style. Embrace structured
blazers, tailored dresses, and high-quality fabrics. Opt for neutral or bold colors to
exude confidence and authority.

19. Vintage Enthusiast

If you love all things vintage, let your fashion choices reflect your enthusiasm.
Embrace retro-inspired silhouettes, nostalgic prints, and classic accessories.



Incorporate vintage jewelry and hairstyles to complete the vintage look.

20. Quirky & Playful

Showcase your unique personality with a quirky and playful style. Experiment
with unexpected color combinations, whimsical prints, and unconventional
accessories. Let your fashion choices make a statement and stand out from the
crowd.

21. Nature Lover

For those who are inspired by nature, incorporate earthy tones, natural fabrics,
and floral prints into your style. Embrace flowy dresses, wide-brimmed hats, and
bohemian-inspired accessories for a nature-loving look.

22. Timeless Retro

Step into a different era with a timeless retro style. Embrace vintage-inspired
designs such as flared trousers, A-line skirts, and polka dot prints. Add retro
accessories such as scarves and vintage-inspired sunglasses.

23. Modern Minimalism

A modern minimalistic style focuses on simplicity and clean lines. Opt for
monochromatic outfits, sleek designs, and minimalist accessories. Let your
confidence shine through the simplicity of your fashion choices.

24. Bold & Colorful

Embrace a bold and colorful style by incorporating vibrant hues and eye-catching
prints. Experiment with color blocking, statement accessories, and unique
patterns. Let your fashion choices reflect your vibrant personality.

25. Fashionable Mom



Being a mom doesn't mean sacrificing style. Embrace fashionable mom designs
with comfortable yet trendy silhouettes. Opt for chic dresses, stylish sneakers,
and practical yet stylish diaper bags.

26. Glam Punk

Combine the glamour of sequins and the edge of punk for a glam punk style.
Embrace leather jackets, studded accessories, and metallic details. Mix and
match feminine and rebellious elements for a unique look.

27. Business Casual

If your style leans towards a business casual look, opt for tailored trousers, sleek
blouses, and blazers. Embrace structured designs and polish them off with
elegant accessories such as statement earrings and classic handbags.

28. Exotic Vibes

Channel exotic vibes with global-inspired designs. Embrace intricate patterns,
vibrant colors, and bohemian silhouettes. Incorporate ethnic accessories and
handmade pieces to add an extra touch of uniqueness.

29. Modern Romantic

Merge modernity and romance for a modern romantic style. Embrace feminine
silhouettes, delicate lace details, and soft pastel tones. Accessorize with romantic
jewelry and incorporate modern elements for a balanced look.

30. Daringly Unique

Showcase your daringly unique style by experimenting with unconventional
silhouettes, bold prints, and avant-garde designs. Embrace unexpected
combinations and let your fashion choices tell your story.



31. Vintage Boho

Combine vintage and boho elements for a unique and artistic style. Incorporate
retro-inspired accessories, flowing maxi dresses, and bohemian details. Embrace
lace, fringe, and earthy tones for a vintage boho look.

No matter your style attitude, there are countless fashion choices available to
express yourself. Whether you find inspiration in classic designs, bohemian
aesthetics, or modern trends, make sure to explore and experiment to find what
truly suits your personality and reflects your unique style attitude.
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